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GEOMORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

Ground debris is debris that roll on the sides of the mountains which accumulate at the 
foot of rocky walls or steep slopes.

GROUND DEBRIS

Obsidian is a naturally occurring volcanic glass formed as an extrusive igneous rock.

Obsidian is produced when felsic lava extruded from a volcano cools rapidly with 
minimal crystal growth. It is commonly found within the margins of rhyolitic lava flows 
known as obsidian flows, where the chemical composition (high silica content) induces 
a high degree of viscosity and polymerization of the lava. The inhibition of atomic 
diffusion through this highly viscous and polymerized lava explains the lack of crystal 
growth. Obsidian is hard and brittle and therefore fractures with very sharp edges. In 
the past it was used to manufacture cutting and piercing tools and it has been used 
experimentally as surgical scalpel blades.

OBSIDIAN

Limestone is a sedimentary rock, composed mainly of skeletal fragments of marine 
organisms such as coral, forams and molluscs. Its major materials are the minerals 
calcite and aragonite, which are different crystal forms of calcium carbonate (CaCO3).

Limestone has numerous uses: as a building material, an essential component of 
concrete (Portland cement), as aggregate for the base of roads, as white pigment or 
filler in products such as toothpaste or paints, as a chemical feedstock for the production 
of lime, as a soil conditioner, or as a popular decorative addition to rock gardens.

LIMESTONES

Pumice, called pumicite in its powdered or dust form, is a volcanic rock that consists of 
highly vesicular rough textured volcanic glass, which may or may not contain crystals. 
It is typically light colored. Scoria is another vesicular volcanic rock that differs from 
pumice in having larger vesicles, thicker vesicle walls and being dark colored and 
denser.
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In general, the waterfront of Lipari island has two 
typical type: the cliff and the beach. From the 
map we can easily find that the eastern part of the 
island has more resource of beach, and cliffs are 
more common in the western part. That is one of 
the reason that there is more towns and villages 
located along the eastern coast but only a few of 
them in the western area

The highest point of Lipari island is at the center, 
where is also an edge of a crater. The maxium 
altitude is over 500m, which means the average 
gradient is quite large in this island. Because of 
the volcano eruption, the northeastern part of the 
island is relativly flatten then its southwestern part.
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